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The Fall of Troy and the Rise of Elizabethan
Drama: Empowering the Audience
Charles Whitney
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

ENGLISH REFORMATION, along with urbanization, commercial
development, and other major social and cultural changes, both
reflect and affect a multifaceted contestation of authority among
genres and modes of discourse in the sixteenth century. Robert Weimann
finds the Elizabethan period marked by clashes “between diverse authorities engaging in rivalry for the more persuasive image, logic, truth, and
form of saying things,” as “the claims on God-given legitimacy of secular
and ecclesiastical institutions…were irretrievably undermined.”1 Rather
than accept the authority of a document, according to its type and status,
before it was actually read, audiences tended to approach representations
as sites “on which authority could be negotiated, disputed, or reconstituted.”2
Classical epic became one such site of contest. Humanism fostered
both reverence and skepticism towards epic authority. For instance, epic’s
most important theme, Troy, came to justify and celebrate a translatio
imperii through the legendary Trojan, Brut, and to represent patriotically
the expanding power of Britain. The authority of the Trojan connection
was reconstituted to deepen the resonance of British identity and the legitimacy of its elites, as in George Chapman’s partial translation of the Iliad
(1598), dedicated to the earl of Essex.3 But William Camden’s Brittania
(1586) had already questioned this connection on historical grounds. At
the end of the period, Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida (1601/02),
Heather James suggests, emphasizes how the matter of Troy had become
a site for ideological contest, a site for the reconstitution of authority
according to competing interests.4
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1Robert Weimann, Authority and Representation in Early Modern Discourse (Baltimore
and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 5.
2Weimann, Authority and Representation in Early Modern Discourse, 5.
3Heather James, Shakespeare’s Troy: Drama, Politics, and the Translation of Empire
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997), 1–3, 113. On Virgil’s authority see Margaret Tudeau-Clayton, Jonson, Shakespeare and Early Modern Virgil (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998).
4James, Shakespeare’s Troy, 93–118.
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The distinctive power of Elizabethan drama is often located in its
deconsecrating ability to represent and test competing values and authorities.5 A particularly apt case for understanding such Elizabethan theatrical
de-authorizations is a relatively little-noticed topos of classical epic’s Troy
theme that is taken up in plays of Marlowe and Shakespeare, because it
involves, from its first appearance, representation of both epic recitation
and divergent response thereto. That is the narration of the most crucial
episode of all, the fall of Troy. In Homer and Virgil this scene offers a selfreflexive moment when the epic thematizes its own reception. The Troyrecitation topos shows that the drama’s challenge to epic authority itself
found roots in classical epic’s own hesitations about its authority. It reveals
with a particular emphasis on audience response how, on the one hand,
the distinctive authority claimed by the theater6 differs from and opposes
epic authority, but on the other how this opposition seizes upon the epic’s
own admission of its limited authority, in moves that at once emulate and
undermine. Further, study of different renditions of this self-reflexive
theme also helps us to glimpse a distinctive female gendering of the process of de-authorization, one that is central to the Troy-recitation topos in
both epic and drama: the auditors who destabilize epic authority and
figure dramatic authority tend to be either female or feminized.
The fall of Troy is told only partly and piecemeal in the Odyssey and
Aeneid by characters rather than by narrators. The former summarizes two
episodes sung by Demodocus, the Phaiakian minstrel; the latter quotes
Aeneas, who speaks at length in Dido’s court. These passages of indirect
discourse or quoted description are followed by responses divided
between the collective and the powerfully subjective and idiosyncratic.
The latter responses seem to put in question the two epics’ authority to
guide response. They validate the existence and importance of individual
responses that cannot be anticipated or guided by author or reciter, and
that could actually undermine heroic values.
Depictions of response to recitation of the fall of Troy in Spenser’s
The Faerie Queene (1590), Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage (1586),
and Shakespeare’s The Rape of Lucrece (1594) and Hamlet (1601) take
further the classical epic’s hesitations about its authority. The two plays
imply that the transactions between players and playgoers in the early
modern theater are often ones in which meaning is not authoritatively dispensed but freely disseminated, available for pluralistic development by
5See e.g. David Scott Kastan, “Proud Majesty Made a Subject: Representing Authority
on the Early Modern Stage,” Shakespeare After Theory (New York and London: Routledge,
1999), 109–28.
6See Paul Yachnin, Stage-Wrights: Shakespeare, Jonson, Middleton, and the Making of
Theatrical Value (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997); and Robert
Weimann, Author’s Pen and Actor’s Voice: Playing and Writing in Shakespeare’s Theatre
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
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individual auditors as they are taken up in the flux of everyday life.7 They
also reveal ideological uses of the authority of classical learning, such as
consolidating national identity and state power. They deauthorize classical
epic partly through their treatments of the Troy-recitation topos, and
locate the theater’s strength in its dispersal of authority, its authorization
of the audience.
The Odyssey achieves the epic effect of authoritativeness in a paradoxical way, with sophisticated narrative self-consciousness.8 It bears many
characters’ narratives within it, most prominently Odysseus’s four-book
account of his adventures. Encompassing its tapestry of narratives, only
the complexly orchestrated Odyssey itself reliably discloses the truth about
the divine, human, and natural worlds. As Laura Slatkin says, Odysseus
and his narratives are polymetis, resourceful and subtle in myriad ways, but
only the poem itself is panmetis.9
The authority of the Odyssey over its interpretation appears to be compromised during its most daring and self-conscious gambit, when it
depicts heroic song as not only preserving the glory of heroic deeds but as
actually enabling the hero. It depicts two contrasting responses to Demodocus’s public narration of the Trojan Horse and Odysseus’s role in the
final victory at Troy.
Then he sang of the town sacked by Akhaians
pouring down from the horse’s hollow cave,
this way and that way raping the steep city,
and how Odysseus came like Ares to
the door of Deïphobos, with Menelaos,
and braved the desperate fight there—
conquering once more by Athena’s power.10
The response of the Phaiakians to Demodocus’s song yields charis (joy,
9.5) and “terpsis,” “pure pleasure in stories of heroic action,” as Charles
Segal points out; the other response, Odysseus’s, is an “intense, painful
involvement…through memory in the sufferings of war.”11 Odysseus’s
7For a similar distinction see M. M. Bakhtin, “Epic and Novel,” The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of Texas
Press, 1981).
8Laura Slatkin, “Composition by Theme and the Metis of The Odyssey,” Reading the
Odyssey: Selected Interpretive Essays, ed. Seth L. Schein (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1996), 228. See also Gérard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1980).
9Slatkin, “Composition by Theme and the Metis of The Odyssey,” 237.
10Homer, The Odyssey, trans. Robert Fitzgerald, 2d ed. (New York: Farrar, Straus, and
Giroux, 1998), 8.537–43.
11Charles Segal, “Bard and Audience in Homer,” Homer’s Ancient Readers: the Hermeneutics of Greek Epic’s Earliest Exegetes, ed. Robert Lamberton and John H. Kearney (Princeton: Princteon University Press, 1992), 10.
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involvement is fruitfully traumatic, forcing him at this point not only to
reveal his name to the Phaiakians, but actually to rediscover or reclaim his
identity for himself after many years of wandering and adventures. That
rediscovery is fulfilled in his four-book narrative. His response to Demodocus’s song about the fall of Troy is therefore both crucially important in
the story and a signal example of the power of the heroic minstrel Demodocus’s authority, and by implication the authority of the Odyssey itself.
The simile used to describe Odysseus’s response, though, develops a
striking pathos for victims of heroic exploits, and also clearly genders
Odysseus’s response as feminine.
The splendid minstrel sang it. And Odysseus
let the bright molten tears run down his cheeks,
weeping the way a wife mourns for her lord
on the lost field where he has gone down fighting
the day of wrath that came upon his children.
At sight of the man panting and dying there,
she slips down to enfold him, crying out;
then feels the spears, prodding her back and shoulders,
and goes bound into slavery and grief.
Piteous weeping wears away her cheeks:
but no more piteous than Odysseus’ tears,
cloaked as they were, now, from the company.12
Odysseus is not weeping primarily for all the orphans and the widow
slaves he has created by sacking cities—like that of the Kikones, which he
casually mentions a few lines later. But the simile does suggest it is
entirely possible that a third kind of response to the Odyssey, a strongly
compassionate, female-gendered, and non-heroic one, could occur: one
that places a major stock in trade of epic poets, the heroic pursuit of martial glory, in the context of non-combatants’ lifelong misery, a response
stemming perhaps from an auditor’s habitus, including gender, or from
personal associations and experience such as Odysseus himself clearly
brings to bear. After all, the mere possibility of a powerful subjective
response like Odysseus’s represents a potential challenge to a poem’s
ability reliably to dispense truth and pleasure.
Even as it claims maximum authority, then, the account of Odysseus’s
response establishes the incomplete and circumscribed nature of epic
authority, of its ability to represent true heroism and bind its audience in
an appreciation thereof with a suitable perlocutionary effect. Some
responses may not be suitable and yet be valid. By opening itself here to a
glance that is both feminine and non-heroic, and by acknowledging the
12The

Odyssey 8.544–55.
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sheer depth and unpredictable contingency of response to epic themes,
the Odyssey at this moment breathtakingly stands down.
Odysseus’s counterpart in the Aeneid is Dido. Of course in dozens of
ways it is Aeneas who recapitulates Odysseus. He recounts his adventures
to Dido and the Tyrians just as Odysseus does his to the Phaiakians. And
both visiting heroes receive crucial aid from these generous hosts, who
later both suffer disastrously because of those visits. More specifically,
Aeneas’s tears and wonderment in response to the Tyrian gallery of Trojan
War paintings in book 1 clearly hail from Odysseus’s response to Demodocus, even though those paintings do not depict the fall of Troy. But
when it comes to experiencing a traumatic and feminine-gendered as well
as subjective response to an account of the fall of Troy, one that calls in
question epic authority, Odysseus prefigures Dido.
Dido is eager to hear about Troy and Aeneas. But Cupid has begun
his work of slowly bringing her to erotic madness before Aeneas begins the
account of Troy’s destruction and his subsequent wanderings, and this
insidious corruption of her affections operates both during and through
the agency of Aeneas’s account. Aeneas ended his speech
Too late. The queen is caught between love’s pain and press. She
feeds the wound within her veins; she is eaten by a secret flame.
Aeneas’s high name, all he has done, again, again come like a
flood. His face, his words hold fast her breast.13
Aeneas’s weighty, two-book speech carries tremendous epic authority. He
speaks of disasters martial and marine, but also of his own and others’
heroic actions as well as his divinely ordained destiny to found an empire
that will have no forseeable end: “Aeneas’ house will rule all coasts, As
will his son’s sons and those born of them.”14 Dido carefully attends to
some heroic aspects of the story and its teller: “How confident his looks,
how strong his chest and arms!… What fates have driven him! What
trying wars he lived to tell!”15 But her response varies from the pleasure,
pathos, edification, and allegiance intended by such a heroic recitation.
She undergoes a thrilling and painful experience that is hers alone. Dido’s
subjective experience is to be spurred to love both by the content of that
story and by Aeneas’s person and narrative execution.
Heroic attitudes may find infatuation to be an appropriate female
response to a male warrior’s accounts of his exploits. But at the same time
such a response—from a head of state no less—undercuts epic authority.
Dido later becomes intemperate, but she is never blamed or condemned
in the poem. Her response suggests that epic narration cannot reliably
13The Aeneid of Virgil, trans.
14Virgil Aeneid 3.129–30.
15Virgil Aeneid 4.12–16.

Allen Mandelbaum (New York: Bantam, 1971), 4.1–5.
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hold its dignity, dispense its traditional meanings, and seat its ideological
power. Queen Dido is never able to appreciate Aeneas’s epic quest, and his
abandonment of her is central to the Aeneid’s self-interrogation.
The scene then implicitly deauthorizes the Aeneid’s own epic praise of
male heroism, and for many readers so does the rest of Dido’s story. In his
Heroides, Ovid depicts a rather more reasonable Dido than Virgil’s, one
who after being abandoned by Aeneas debunks his heroic virtue.16 And if
the Aeneid’s principal narrative of the background of events leading to the
establishment of a great empire with supposedly noble ends is ineffective,
perhaps those ends are either suspect in themselves or subject to perversion both human and divine.
By once again presenting divided response, Spenser’s Faerie Queene
strikes a balance between Virgil’s piety and Ovid’s irreverence, and provides a bridge to understanding dramatic uses of the Troy-recitation
topos. The Faerie Queene’s depiction of response to recitation of the fall
of Troy seems poised between nostalgia for epic authority and hope for
its reconstitution in the heroine’s Protestant vocation. Spenser parodies
Aeneas’s account by presenting a lewd narrator, Sir Paridell, who praises
his own Trojan lineage in order to seduce one of his auditors, Dame Hellenore. Since these names recall those of Paris and Helen, Paridell’s
account seems perversely to employ the destruction of Troy in an attempt
to recapitulate the original abduction of Helen that precipitated it. Here
Spenser acknowledges the tremendous authority of classical epic in
humanist education, which promoted use of the classics in professional
and personal life. He registers an anxiety about the misuses of epic
authority and the degrading uses to which classical eloquence can be put.
Yet Paridell’s special auditor Hellenore has her own agenda, and makes
use of the opportunity Paridell affords her: she is desperate to leave her
possessive, unloving husband. The truly divergent response, though, is
not Hellenore’s but, ironically, the one that attempts to wrest meaning
back to a kind of orthodoxy—Britomart’s.
Spenser rolls into one Dido, Odysseus, and Aeneas in this woman
warrior, allegorically a heroine of Christian faith and chastity. She is pursuing her prophesied destiny to reunite Britain through marriage, arms, and
government, and to found a royal lineage that will stretch through Queen
Elizabeth herself. For her heroic duty need not mean the rejection of love,
as it does for Aeneas. Paridell’s account supplements Britomart’s knowledge of her ancestor, the Trojan Brut who founded Britain, and rekindles
16 E. g., “Where is the mother of the son you own? Her husband left her, and she died
alone. This tale provoked my tears—so let me burn!” Ovid’s Heroides, trans. Harold C.
Cannon (London: Unwin, 1971), 55 (lines 83–85). Writers diverse as Ausonius and Sir
Walter Raleigh challenge Virgil’s version and defend Dido. See Silver Poets of the Sixteenth
Century, ed. Douglas Broooks-Davies (London: Dent, 1947), ix–xi.
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the passion of her calling. She completely ignores the epic narrator’s
seductive intention, finding an elevated truth in his account that he himself cannot appreciate. Her response is therefore exemplary but nevertheless powerfully subjective, since she finds that it addresses her in particular.
Whenas the noble Britomart heard tell
Of Troian warres and Priams citie sackt,
The ruefull story of Sir Paridell,
She was empassiond at that piteous act,
With zelous enuy of Greekes cruell fact
Against that nation, from whose race of old
She heard, that she was lineally extract;
For noble Britons sprong from Troians bold,
And Troynovant was built of old Troyes ashes cold.17
By calling London “Troynovant,” Spenser participates in the Elizabethan
boosterism that sought to improve the national pedigree by connecting it
to the authority of ancient epic. It is here revealed to stem from the power
of individual interpretation based on Protestant faith and revealed providence such as that imparted to Britomart earlier by Merlin. Britomart’s triumph of interpretation here prepares her to meet a greater, impending
challenge in the tapestries and masque of the House of Busirane. There
her success in reuniting lovers depends on her ability to interpret more
truly than the evil fashioner himself.18 The Faerie Queene emphasizes the
importance of the auditors’ powers of interpretation to make meaning,
represents that power in female auditors, and resituates epic authority
ideologically, bringing it into an arena of political and religious contest.
By depicting a female extending support to epic authority in the
Troy-recitation episode, Spenser emphasizes on the one hand that Queen
Elizabeth still presides over a patriarchy, but on the other his affirmation
of women’s ability to hold positions of authority within patriarchy. But
even Spenser’s liberal, relatively female-friendly notion of epic authority
never gets consolidated, as episodes and characters continue to proliferate
and Britomart’s story never completed. In that respect Spenser’s Ovid
trumps his Virgil.19
If Britomart, one of Spenser’s homages to Elizabeth’s rule, reads
against the grain in order to recuperate epic authority for political ends,
Marlowe’s Dido pays homage to Elizabeth by deflating that authority. And
versions of response to the fall of Troy in both Dido and Shakespeare’s
17The Faerie Queene,
18Susanne Lindgren

ed. Thomas P. Roche (New York: Penguin 1978), 515.
Wofford, “Gendering Allegory: Spenser’s Bold Reader and the
Emergence of Character in The Faerie Queene III,” Criticism 30 (1988): 1–21.
19On this passage see John Watkins, The Specter of Dido: Spenser and Virgilian Epic
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 162–65.
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Hamlet define the power of the theater by contrast to epic authority, as a
power less to dispense and more to disseminate meanings that circulate
within and beyond the theater. The epic’s marginal, though significant,
hesitations about its authority become a basis for the assertion of a different
kind of theatrical authority.
By diminishing Aeneas’s stature, making him a pawn of divine will and
a traumatized refugee without identity (“Troy is not. What shall I say I
am?”) and subject to delusions (“see: King Priam wags his hand! He is
alive…”),20 Marlowe renders translatio imperii an unattractive idea. What
ruling elite would wish to claim this Aeneas as a precedent? Moreover,
unlike the Aeneid, this version offers Aeneas’s own demoralized responses
to his account of Troy’s fall. He begins with the improbable resolve to
speak with pitiless “Achilles’ tongue,” but requires encouragement to
continue and finally breaks off before finishing, explaining “sorrow hath
tired me quite.”21 Where Odysseus’s subjective and traumatic response
gives rise to a new heroic initiative, Aeneas’s subjective and traumatic
response points him toward despair. Clearly his account does not carry the
authority to inspire him to heroic action or to its appreciation. Where the
Aeneid counts on the authoritative effect of Aeneas’s speech on Virgil’s
intended audience if not on Aeneas’s own audience (Dido), Marlowe’s
reduction of Aeneas’s heroic stature renders such an effect on the theatrical audience doubtful.
But while his Aeneas’s weakness divests his Troy story of its reverential
and prophetic aura, Marlowe presents a gracious, glamorous, and fully
competent Dido, one whose alternate name, Elissa, associates her with
Queen Elizabeth. Marlowe empowers Dido in this scene by deferring her
erotic enchantment until after Aeneas’s account of the fall of Troy.
Aeneas’s account and its Elizabethan relevance to translatio imperii is
thereby placed in a contest of authority with the public image of England’s
virgin queen. In doing so, Marlowe identifies theatrical authority not as a
matter of dispensing authoritative meaning so much as a power to stage
contests of authority—in this case, a contest perhaps relating to that in
which Elizabeth and her male courtiers themselves were engaging.
Further, Marlowe’s scene emphatically empowers the auditor Dido in
relation to the performer Aeneas, illustrating thereby a process in which
meaning is produced by players and playgoers together in the theater. In a
brilliantly ironic stroke, Marlowe removes the authority to validate heroic
dignity from his disabled Aeneas and places it in the hands of Dido. She is
ready to recognize and praise heroic suffering and struggle, even if Aeneas
himself is not; it is she, the auditor, who grants authority to Aeneas’s
20Christopher Marlowe, Dido, Queene of Carthage, in The Complete Plays, ed. Mark
Thornton Burnett (London: Everyman, 1999), 252–53 (2.1).
21Marlowe, The Complete Plays, 255, 259.
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words. Like Britomart she finds value where the speaker does not, and one
might even say that, in effect, like Britomart she recuperates epic authority
to rekindle a new epic quest—Aeneas’s. But her validation takes place not
primarily because of her reverence for his mission, but for a contingent and
pragmatic factor: her duty as a host and her desire to be Aeneas’s patron.22
Like some actual early modern playgoers, Dido the auditor keeps her
own agenda in mind as she listens.23 She has seen how far this Aeneas has
fallen—at their meeting he begins by asking her to tell him who he is.
“Warlike Aeneas, and in these base robes?” she replies, then gives him her
dead husband’s robe and affirms that “Aeneas is Aeneas, were he clad in
weeds as base as ever Irus ware,” referring to the boastful beggar whom
Odysseus maimed in a brawl.24 She insists that reluctant Aeneas sit on her
throne, toasts his good fortune, commands him to “Remember who thou
art. Speak like thyself; Humility belongs to common grooms,” and then
finally to “Look up and speak” about his trials.25 As Aeneas speaks, Dido
provides enthusiastic and sympathetic responses—a performance of her
own, really—in order to boost the reciter’s morale and facilitate a cathartic
cure.
Dido’s exclamations are consistent with the goal of displaying sympathy for Aeneas and she thereby hospitably encourages him to continue
what she takes to be both a profoundly important account and a quasitherapeutic process. So when she is melting with pity and asks Aeneas to
stop, she can be understood to be mirroring his crippling sorrow, giving
him strength by helping him to confront his feelings, and participating in
a grief that is continually threatening to overcome him. When Aeneas does
despondently break off, she along with other listeners immediately peppers him with questions, that he might continue. The attempt is not
entirely successful, and the words Dido speaks to close the scene indicate
she is taking a new tack in her effort to bring her guest around: “Trojan,
thy ruthful tale hath made me sad: Come, let us think upon some pleasing
sport, To rid me [i.e., and especially you] from these melancholy
thoughts.”26
Dido’s responses seem appropriate for an Elizabethan playhouse.
They focus on suspense, pathos, and moral judgment, and are promptly
22On the similarity between Dido and Aeneas’s early relationship and that of Jupiter
and Ganymede see Jonathan Goldberg, “‘Play the Sodomites, or Worse’: Dido, Queen of
Carthage,” in Christopher Marlowe, ed. Richard Wilson (London and New York: Longmans,
1999), 83–95.
23See Charles Whitney, “Ante-Aesthetics: Towards a Theory of Early Modern Audience
Response,” in Shakespeare and Modernity, ed. Hugh Grady (New York and London: Routledge, 2000), 40–60.
24Marlowe, The Complete Plays, 253–54.
25Marlowe, The Complete Plays, 254–55.
26Marlowe, The Complete Plays, 259.
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vocalized. If Dido can be taken here as an Elizabethan playgoer, the
implication is that the theater has the power to authorize and empower its
audiences with provocative and moving representations that accommodate their variable uses and desires; that the theater’s authority lies in its
potential to become a space for the unpredictable dissemination, circulation, or contest of meaning rather than for the imposition of authoritative
truths; and that audiences participating creatively in this process bear a
kind of femininity.
Shakespeare’s theatrical adaptation of the scene in Hamlet concerns
performance even more explicitly. It also deauthorizes epic authority to
accommodate that of the theater audience, which is represented by
Hamlet, the most famous though fictional Elizabethan playgoer, who
undergoes a deeply subjective and ambivalent response to heroic action.
But Shakespeare nevertheless takes epic authority more seriously than
Marlowe. This can be seen by a preliminary glance at his earlier treatment
of response to the fall of Troy in The Rape of Lucrece, which offers striking parallels to Hamlet’s.
Lucrece exhibits not precisely the Troy-recitation topos but the closely
related picture-gallery-viewing in the Aeneid’s Carthage (see above).
Grieving Lucrece studies a detailed painting or tapestry of the fall of Troy
“for means to mourn some newer way.”27 As with examples above,
Lucrece’s more elaborate response is highly subjective, a personal application whose free-ranging, moralizing pathos potentially destabilizes the
process of transmitting heroic meaning. Her first complaints are relatively
conventional, though exaggerated, as she gives voice to the silent sufferers. Then she probes more deeply, discovering how Sinon, plotter of the
Trojan Horse, is like her deceitful rapist, and she actually defaces his image
with her nails, frustrated that she cannot really hurt him. How horrible is
Priam’s slaughter, yet he was unwary, just like herself. It is through this
subjective glossing that Lucrece’s response does validate epic authority,
however. She likens the demise of Troy to her loss of chastity, (“my
Troy”).28 Lucrece has already resolved to demand that her husband
revenge her rape and to kill herself; that decision is validated by meditation
on the city that was precursor to her Rome, which set an example by putting its own destruction above dishonor. In that sense Lucrece’s creative
application reconstitutes epic authority.
In two ways the poem underscores the distinctively and actively feminine nature of Lucrece’s Troy-interpretation-validated heroism. The first
sets Lucrece’s heroism in opposition to a destructive world of masculine
competition and aggression. Husband and rapist are comrades-in-arms
27The Rape of Lecrece, in The Norton Shakespeare: Based on the Oxford Edition, ed.
Stephen Greenblatt et al. (New York: Norton, 1997), line 1365.
28Rape of Lecrece, line 1547.
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whose emulation grows destructive as the latter steals the former’s treasure; Lucrece’s lurid sense of the siege and fall of Troy focuses on cruelty,
deception, error, and horror, with only the corporate body Troy itself
offering a worthy model for action. Lucrece emerges as a woman whose
sensibility, revealed most clearly in the way she reconstitutes epic authority in her meditation upon Troy, allows her to redefine the true nature of
heroism.
The second defines a crucial but limited role for Lucrece in the
poem’s more overt reconstitution of epic authority, its celebration of the
founding of the Roman republic. The Argument and the last stanza indicate that the outrage and pity sparked by Lucrece’s suicide resulted in the
destruction of the Roman monarchy, of which Tarquin the rapist was a
scion, and establishment of the republic. That process was conceived and
executed by men devaluing Lucrece’s initiative and protecting their right
to possess their wives.29 And Lucrece herself does not apprehend the
political dimensions of her rape; she wants only personal revenge. Yet in
this poem it is Lucrece’s response to the fall of Troy that lends epic authority to republicanism. The response connects the violation of her chastity
with forces that destroy the Roman body politic, represented by its antecedent, Troy. Lucrece’s interpretation of Troy’s destruction provides a
crucial and enriching political context that legitimizes Rome’s political
reform. Lucrece defines a powerful authority possessed by a feminine epic
audience to, on the one hand, re-interpret and emulate epic tradition in
heroic action, and on the other to authorize through interpretation of epic
a kind of politically conscious heroic action that is nevertheless still
affirmed to be distinctively masculine.
Hamlet finds no way either fully to jettison epic authority as Marlowe’s Dido does, or to reconstitute it as Lucrece does. Like that of
Lucrece, Hamlet’s response to representation of the fall of Troy is deliberative and idiosyncratic, focused on applying the representation to a shattering personal crisis that has public implications. In both cases such
response is part of a new interior, audience-centered landscape of complex
feeling and self-questioning. Our theater aficionado asks the touring First
Player for a passionate speech, specifying “Aeneas’ tale to Dido...where he
speaks of Priam’s slaughter,” an episode concerning a son’s revenge for his
father and therefore dramatizing Hamlet’s similar task.30 The speech
awakens Hamlet’s guilt for not having already exacted revenge. This is not
29Stephanie Jed, Chaste Thinking: “The Rape of Lucrece” and the Birth of Humanism
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994). To a degree this is true of Shakespeare’s version as well: e.g., Brutus says “Thy wretched wife mistook the matter so to slay herslef, that
should have slain her foe,” Rape of Lucrece, lines 1826–27. For a more positive assessment of
the republican theme see Annabel Patterson, Reading Between the Lines (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993), 298–310.
30Hamlet, in The Norton Shakespeare, ed. Greenblatt et al., 2.2.426–28.
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in the first place because of the speech’s content, but the Player’s own vigorous execution, as if heroic action itself could be contained rather than
represented in the theatrical medium.
Is it not monstrous that this player here,
But in a fiction, in a dream of passion,
Could force his soul so to his own conceit
That from her working all the visage wann’d,
Tears in his eyes, distraction in his aspect,
A broken voice…?… What would he do
Had he the motive and the cue for passion
That I have?… I,
A dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak
Like John-a-dreams, unpregnant of my cause,
And can say nothing; no, not for a king,
Upon whose property and most dear life
A damn’d defeat was made. Am I a coward?31
It is often overlooked how the Player’s speech prepares for the climax
of the play: the reluctant revenger Hamlet seems to infer that since the
Player’s account of Pyrrhus’s determined revenge on Priam has made him,
Hamlet, feel guilty, a dramatic representation of Claudius’s crime would
also make him feel guilty, act guilty, and by that action resolve Hamlet to
murder him. The idea of a mousetrap, The Murder of Gonzago, in this
way stems from Hamlet’s response to the Player’s speech, and underscores
that in Hamlet the theater—represented by that speech—authorizes its
audience, accommodating and addressing individual playgoers’ contingent concerns, and providing seeds for their creative actions (as well as
goads for their guilt).
But whereas Marlowe’s play Dido undermines epic authority partly
through parody, Hamlet’s treatment of the Troy-recitation topos offers a
more serious and apprehensive view of the theater’s lack of traditional
authoritativeness. Although the audience may be free to play with the
materials it finds in the theater, this play is still asking, as Lucrece does,
whether epic authority can be reconstituted to inform the purposes and
the identity of its central character. But where Lucrece succeeds in her
goals of suicide and revenge, Claudius’s murder does not follow on Hamlet’s successful trap, because neither Hamlet nor the play has been able to
fulfill, accept, or reject heroic injunction and example.
Hamlet himself seems trapped between two heroic performances,
those of his father’s ghost and the First Player. The ghost invokes a crude
heroic ethos that seems incongruous in a Renaissance court; on the other
31Hamlet,

2.2.528–33, 537–39, 544–48.
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hand, Aeneas, whose part the First Player assumes, abhors the revenge he
describes, and never avenged his king and kinsman Priam’s murder. He
had a higher destiny, one that a good player could surely intimate in the
passion of his speech. In this contest Hamlet stands between a spiteful, if
heroic, injunction and Aeneas’s impossible heroic ideal.
In his entrapment within an alien heroic world, Hamlet is like Virgil’s
Dido, and of course as the auditor of the First Player, who is portraying
Aeneas, Hamlet stands in Dido’s place. Given her similar history, she in
fact is another heroic example for Hamlet. The Aeneid introduces her by
recounting how her fiancé Sychaeus was murdered by her brother Pygmalion, and Sychaeus’s ghost bids her flee with her country’s treasure to
found a new land. Dido’s heroic past and her entrapment at the hands of
Venus, as well as her de-authorizing and subjective response to a recitation
of the fall of Troy, provide contexts for Hamlet’s predicament.
And Hamlet, finally, does fulfill the rule noted in this paper about heterodox responses to the fall of Troy, that they come from females or from
feminized males,32 for among the names with which Hamlet berates himself in his response are “whore,” “drab,” “scullion,” and of course
“unpregnant.”33 At this point, with regard to gender, Hamlet can only
view in a negatively feminine way his resistance to epic authority, that is,
his reluctance to carry out the ghost’s injunction, an injunction figured
here as the First Player’s histrionic example. If the theater can be defined
to include the whole circulation of authority between players and playgoers in the dramatic transaction, in Hamlet the theater’s feminine-gendered
liberation from epic authority appears also to be an exile.

32The exception is Marlowe’s Aeneas, who is not feminized but whose countenance is
associated with the lower class.
33Hamlet, 2.2.263, 564, 565, 545.

